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Announcing Eagle Forum of California’s 21st
Constitution Day Celebration – Sept. 17-18 at
the Lecture Hall, William Jessup University,
2021 University Ave., Rocklin, CA.
Alex will address the theme
of the two-day conference
“Progressive Education – the
Greatest Threat to the
Constitution Today, and
What We Can Do About it.”
Alex Newman, Keynote Speaker, Sept. 17:
Alex is an award-winning journalist, who writes
for such publications as the Epoch Times, World
Net Daily, and the New American. He coauthored with Samuel Bloomenfeld Crimes of
the Educators: How Utopians Are Using
Government Schools to Destroy America's
Children.
He writes that if the school house is on fire,
that is not the time to start a petition drive or
decide to run for the school board, it is time to
run into the school house and rescue your
children.
That is how bad things are now in public
education. With CRT - Critical Race Theory
now added in most states to the already dumbed
down curriculum, students will only hear a
distorted history and how bad our Constitution
is because it was written by “evil, white men, all
slave holders.”
Students, starting in Kindergarten, are being
made to feel ashamed of themselves if they are
white. CRT is dividing the class according to
their race. All white children are made to feel as
the “oppressors,” all black or Latino children are
the “oppressed.” The curriculum is being
dumbed down because traditional classical
literature, or traditional math, or even English
grammar are all considered as “promoting white
supremacy.” So these classes will no longer be
taught.
Students from K-12 are being confused
because of teachings concerning gender
dysphoria and “sexuality” that promotes
pornography and immoral acts. Many children
have no idea what moral or immoral even
means, since such is no longer taught. “The
Golden Rule” which was fundamental from the
beginning of education in our nation is no longer
taught. “Absolute truth” no longer exists - “your
truth is different than my truth.”
Of course, going back to school in some states
(like California) means students and teachers
have to wear masks, and teachers, staff, have to

Georgia Lujan Editor

be vaccinated or have constant testing; the same
for college teachers, staff, and students
attending all of California’s universities. Many
doctors and medical professionals believe all of
the above are actually very unhealthy and
harmful. Several lawsuits have been filed
against these practices (written on page 3.)
These are more reasons why Alex Newman
and his wife have already rescued their five
sons from the “burning school house.” They
have said no to public schools and are
homeschooling and recommend all parents do
the same. There are many excellent programs
parents can become a part of, one of which Alex
highly recommends, the Freedom Project
Academy, which offers a fully accredited,
classical education, rooted in Judeo-Christian
values. Find out more at https://fpeusa.org.
There are also many private Christian schools
or academies and some that combine with
homeschooling.
Find out more about the Constitution Day
Program and the outstanding speakers by
looking at the insert or going to our website
eagleforumca.us, and register online.
Northern California Speaking Tour: From
July 19 – 29, State President, Orlean Koehle
spoke for seven different patriotic groups about
her recently published books, Unmasking the
Masquerade, Vol. I, which tells of all the losses
of liberties from the COVID “plandemic” and
Vol. II, that gives a warning against the COVID
jabs. She spoke to groups in: Yuba City, Grass
Valley, Mt. Shasta, Yreka, Redding, Klamath
Falls, OR, Crescent City, and Santa Rosa.
The audiences seemed very receptive to
Orlean’s presentations. Jonathan Archer, a
student at the Shasta Bible College in Redding
that hosted the meeting, told Orlean that she
was an answer to his prayers. Now he has the
truth about these vaccines and more evidence to
use to say no when pressured to get them.

Orlean, Jonathan Archer, and Dorothy Erickson, Orlean’s
friend who drove with her – (Continued on Page 3)
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“America in a Nutshell - Everything is
About to Change” – by Dave Ramsey,
Syndicated Radio Host
“This morning, I realized that everything is about to change. No matter how
I vote, no matter what I say, lives are
never going to be the same. I have been
confused by the hostility of family and
friends.
I look at people I have known all my life so hate-filled that
they agree with opinions they would never express as their
own. I think that I may well have entered the Twilight Zone.
– You can’t justify this insanity. We have become a nation that
has lost its collective mind. We see other countries going
Socialist and collapsing, but it seems like a great plan to us.
– Somehow it’s un-American for the census to count how many
Americans are in America;
– People who say there is no such thing as gender are
demanding a female President;
– Universities that advocate equality, discriminate against
Asian-Americans in favor of African-Americans.
– Some people are held responsible for things that happened
before they were born, and other people are not held
responsible for what they are doing right now.
– Criminals are caught-and-released to hurt more people, but
stopping them is bad because it’s a violation of THEIR rights.
– People who have never owned slaves should pay slavery
reparations to people who have never been slaves.
– After legislating gender, if a dude pretends to be a woman,
you are required to pretend with him.
– People who have never been to college should pay the debts
of college students who took out huge loans for their degrees.
– Immigrants with tuberculosis and polio are welcome, but
you’d better be able to prove your dog is vaccinated.
– Irish doctors and German engineers who want to immigrate
to the US must go through a rigorous vetting process, but any
illiterate gang-bangers who jump the southern fence are
welcomed; $5 billion for border security is too expensive, but
$1.5 trillion for “free” health care is not.
– If you cheat to get into college you go to prison, but if you
cheat to get into the country you go to college for free.
– And, pointing out all this hypocrisy somehow makes us
“racists”!
– Nothing makes sense anymore, no values, no morals, no
civility and people are dying of a Chinese virus, but it is racist
to refer to it as Chinese even though it began in China.
– We are clearly living in an upside-down world where right
is wrong and wrong is right, where moral is immoral and
immoral is moral, where good is evil and evil is good, where
killing murderers is wrong, but killing innocent babies is right.
– Wake up America . The great unsinkable ship Titanic
America has hit an iceberg, is taking on water and sinking fast.
Lord help us!”

“I was once willing to give my life for my country for
what I believed this country stood for. Today, I’d give
my life to protect my family from what this country has
become.”
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News in Brief:
Tom Cotton’s Anti-CTR Amendment Passes the Senate:
August 11, the Senate voted 50-49 to pass an amendment to
its $3.5 trillion budget blueprint that would ban federal funds
from being used to teach Critical Race Theory in schools.
Democrat Senator Joe Manchin, of West Virginia, joined
all of his Republican colleagues in voting for the amendment.
Senator Cotton, R-Ark., said, “The amendment would make
sure federal money is not used to indoctrinate kids as young as
Pre-K to hate America.”
Governor of New York, Andrew Cuomo Resigned:
August 11, a week after the latest of 11 sexual harassment
charges, Cuomo finally resigned. This decision headed off
almost certain impeachment from the state legislators. He left
his office on August 25. Lt. Governor Kathy Hochul took his
place. She is the first female governor of New York.
Illegal Immigration Reaches 2 Million: Illegals crossing
our Southern border (since Biden took office) are now
estimated to be more than 2 million. They are coming from
more than 150 different countries and an estimated 10% are
sick with COVID and other diseases. Not only are they allowed
in but are given $1200 each, given free transportation, either by
air or bus to various cities across the nation, without any
knowledge or permission of that city. Many illegals are gang
members, drug pushers, felons, involved in human trafficking.
This is slowly changing the demographics of our entire nation.
Afghanistan Debacle: Biden’s pulling our U.S. troops out
of the country so quickly has resulted in the Taliban (assisted
by other terrorist groups, such as Akedah and ISIS) taking over
the whole country. This has created a crisis that has the whole
world upset, and criticism of Biden and his incompetence is
mounting, even by some of the liberal media in the USA.
Many countries are now suffering the same consequences
with their people fleeing to get out, and Afghan refugees
following. them. How many possible terrorists are among the
104,000 thousand people flown to the USA. (Of those, only
5,000 were U.S. citizens.) There was no time for any vetting of
the refugees as they rushed to get on the airplanes at the Kabul
airport to be airlifted out of the country.
On August 27, it was announced 103 people had been killed
outside the Abbey gate at the Kabul airport by two suicide
bombers and gunmen. Of the number dead were 13 U.S.
military - 12 Marines and one navy medic. Eighteen military
were wounded. It is expected more attacks will be occurring.
Department of Homeland Security List of Potential
Terror Threats: DHS issued a new NTAS (National
Terrorism Advisory System) bulletin – listing their top three
concerns as shown on the following chart:

DHS has a new nickname for its potential terrorists. They
are called RMVE’s, which stands for “Racially (or ethnically)
Motivated, Violent Extremists.”
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Orlean’s
Speaking
Tour (Cont. from p. 1)
Calvin Clark, a new
member of the Eagle
Forum State Board,
assisted with the tour,
hosting the event for
Grass Valley, and
assisting at four other
locations.
Orlean greatly appreciated the help form her friend Dorothy
Erickson, who drove with her and was in charge of the book
table, and also the help given by Calvin Clark. He usually
would give the opening prayer and the introduction of Orlean.
In Santa Rosa, July 29, the last stop on the tour, because of
Orlean’s voice being so affected by the heavy smoke from fires
near Klamath Falls, Oregon (the fifth stop on the tour), Calvin
became her voice and gave half the presentation for her.
A zoom presentation of Orlean speaking and showing her
slides can be seen on eagleforumca.us. (Look under “Archive”
and
. Rumble.) This was a presentation given for a newly
organized Eagle Forum chapter in Mesa, Arizona, August 10,
hosted by Orlean’s good friends, Richard and Dian Tashjian.
(The original recording was put up on You Tube, but
immediately taken down. Fortunately, Dennis Whipple, who
does the recordings for Eagle Forum of Orange County, knew
just what to do and was able to get it posted on another site Rumbel. Orlean actually considers it a badge of honor that she
has been removed from You Tube, as well as Facebook.)
History Repeats Itself: (Sent by Dorothy Erickson) “In 1975,
President Gerald Ford was left to manage the difficult ending
of the Vietnam War. Ford went to Congress for a relief
package to allow American personnel and our allies to
evacuate. However, there was one U.S. Senator who opposed
any such support. The result was the embarrassing and
hurried evacuation from the roof of the American embassy in
Saigon.
This senator reveled in the embarrassment and did
everything he could to leverage it politically against Ford.
Despite the efforts of this U.S Senator. President Ford
managed to rescue 1,500 South Vietnamese allies prior to the
country's fall. Had President Ford not acted quickly, these
people would have been targeted and slaughtered for their
support for America.
When they arrived in America, President Ford asked
Congress for a package to assist these refugees to integrate
into American society. That same troublesome Senator
torpedoed any support for these shell shocked, anticommunist, Americans and our helpers, the refugees.
Instead, President Ford had to recruit Christian
organizations to offer assistance on a voluntary basis. As he
did so, the Senator belittled those efforts. What kind of person
would oppose President Ford's tireless work to do the right
and humanitarian thing? Who would want to play politics with
the well-being of innocent people who stood by America in the
tragic Vietnam War? That Senator was Joe Biden!” (From
the book When the Center Held, by Donald Rumsfeld)
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One of the buildings still burning in the town of Greenville (population
1,000) in Plumas County; 75% of the city was destroyed by the Dixie
fire, 8/4/2021.

Dixie Fire Becomes California’s Largest Wild Fire in
History: The fire began July 13 in the Feather River
Canyon, named for the Dixie Rd. where it began. As of
August 26, the Dixie fire has burned more than 750,000 acres
(1,171 square miles), an area larger than the city of Los
Angeles. Furthered by hot, dry and gusty winds, it has
destroyed over 1,273 homes, buildings, and structures in
Plumas, Lassen, Tehama, and Butte counties.
The city of Greenville in Plumas County was 75%
destroyed, with historical buildings, families’ homes, small
businesses, and children’s schools completely lost.
After 1½ months of burning, it is only at 45%
containment. According to CalFire, some sixteen fires were
burning throughout California this summer, with 31,000
evacuated. Smoke has affected even more hundreds of
thousands of people all over California.
The latest news is about the Caldor fire that is burning in
South Lake Tahoe, destroying many beautiful cabins and
properties. All residents (over 50,000) have had to evacuate.
The fire has engulfed over 186,500 acres.
Of course, most news reports of the fires are blaming them
on man-made “Global Warming,” caused by man using too
many emissions. That is why the far left “greenies” want to
ban all emissions, such as fossil fuels. The following cartoon
seems especially appropriate:

Fortunately, more people are waking up to Biden’s incompetency: According to the Rasmussen poll of 8/18/21 – 54%
of Americans strongly disapprove of his performance as
President; only 27% strongly approve.
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Thousands of Canadians march in the streets of Montreal 8/21-22

Large Freedom Protests in Canada (but the media won’t
cover it): “Tens of thousands of Canadians have risen up to
reject the “Great Reset” by demanding their freedom, an end to
government-imposed restrictions,” the news site Neon Nettle
reported August 23, which was mentioned on the website
Natural News.
“Angry citizens flooded the streets of Montreal, Canada, over
the weekend (August 21-22) to protest the coming
implementation of new restrictions due to rollout on September
1. The changes will force Canadians to carry mandatory papers
that will control individual access to ordinary activities, such as
events, bars, restaurants, and gyms.”
The report showed various pictures (such as the one above) of
thousands marching in the streets of Montreal against the
mandates.
“Simply put, these Canadians — like tens of millions of their
American neighbors — are fed up with ridiculous, ineffective
COVID mandates like wearing worthless masks and being
forced to take vaccines that are experimental and increasingly
ineffective - lest they be essentially banned from participating in
society.
But because Canadian leaders are leftists and are no
different than Marxist or Communist tyrants (as are so many of
our U.S. governors and mayors), they are ignoring the demands
of their own people, claiming emergency powers and authorities
because of the pandemic.” (Natural News, Aug. 23 ,2021)
Canadians are Hearing of Internment Camps: Rumors are
circulating that every province has camps being built. Will these
be for those who refuse the vaccines? Will they be extended to
persecute and jail Christians and other undesirables?
(https://www.cbc.ca/news/politics/covid-19-internment-camps)
Draconian Rules for Lockdowns in Australia and New
Zealand: Only one person can go out of the home for one hour
per day to do any exercise or to go shopping. They must stay
within a three-mile radius of their home when they leave. There
are curfews every night from 9 p.m to 5 p.m. There can be no
public assemblies or protest. Those who try are arrested and
fined enormous fines on the spot over $1,000. Now it has gone
up to $5,000. Children were gathered up, taken to a large sports
hall and forcibly given the COVID Jabs. Three of them died
right after.
In New Zealand, the Prime Minister, Jacinda Ardern, told her
people in their latest orders for lockdowns, “Don’t congregate,
don’t talk to your neighbors.” And how many people have
recently tested positive for COVID in New Zealand? Only one!

Alarming Nazi-Style Police
State in Australia: Under an
“emergency
declaration”
(which has been extended to
Sept.19, 2021), Australia has
become a full-blown police
state for more than a year and
a half. Here are some of the
outlandish rules giving police
officers absolute control.
Police can:


Break into any land, home, building, structure or vehicle
using whatever force necessary.
 Direct or prohibit the movement of people, animals or
vehicles.
 Put people in quarantine.
 Order people to undergo medical exams, tests or
treatments.
 Compel people to give information.
Police in uniform don’t have to show their credentials
before exercising these powers.
Retaliation - A Nation-Wide Australian Truckers’
Strike Is Planned: Hal Turner on his radio show, August 22,
announced that Australian residents are being told to store up
as much food, water and cash as possible for the next two
weeks because on August 31, a nation-wide trucker’s strike is
planned. Truckers will refuse to deliver anything, especially
essential food, water, gasoline, chlorine to treat city water
systems, supplies to hospitals, and other important provisions
until the government comes to their senses. The goal of these
Australian truckers is simple. They want the government to
finally listen to the people:
"No more masks, no more lockdowns, no more forced
vaccinations no vaccine passports or restrictions on normal
people, or else the government will be imploded by its own
people…No talk, No negotiation. Government must comply
or be imploded."
The truckers believe that the federal and state governments
of Australia will not survive two weeks. Maybe then they will
listen to their people, and the people can once again be in
charge of their government.
Lawsuits about Mandated Vaccines: Ally Schultz, the legal
director for American Frontline Doctors (AFLDS) was
interviewed by Stew Peters on his TV show, July 13. Schultz
told Peters that AFD are suing various people, organizations
and universities because of their approving and pushing
COVID vaccines on young people ages 12 – 15, who have
statistically shown zero percent chance of dying from the
disease. AFLD is also suing the California University System
for their trying to mandate that students, faculty and staff have
to be vaccinated before they can go back to school this fall.
On July 9, 2021, the AFLDS filed a lawsuit against Fauci,
the NIH, National Institute of Health, and the FDA because of
their approving “experimental gene therapies,” which they
call “vaccines” on young kids, and also on people who have
had COVID so they have natural immunity which is a much
stronger immunity than any vaccine can give. (Cont. on p. 5)
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(Cont. from p. 4) The AFLDS Lawsuit is also suing other
colleges and universities in other states where similar vaccine
mandates are for college students, faculty and staff. They are
Colorado, Michigan, New Jersey, New York and Pennsylvania.
They are looking for student plaintiffs if all of these states. If
you are a student in any of these states, or know of one have
them contact https://americasfrontlinedoctors.org/.
2nd Amendment Rights –
Our Last Protection
Against Tyranny: A
second report telling
about Canada is from
First TV host Jesse Kelly,
May 1, 2021
Kelly told of some of the brutal treatment of Canadians by
police, all using the excuse of “emergency powers because of a
health crisis.” Some sixty people were rudely arrested inside
their own church because the church had refused to shut down
as ordered. One 85-year old man was beaten by a police officer
on his own porch, destroying part of it.
Kelly stated, “As an American, I need you to understand
these people on the left today, they’re an inch away from
tyranny, an inch. They want it. They can taste it. The only thing
stopping the left from treating you the same way every tyrant
has treated their subjects in the history of mankind is your
firearms ownership.”
Gun Ownership Gone in So Many Other Countries: The
citizens of Canada, Australia, and New Zealand lost their rights
to own a gun years ago – how much easier it is now for tyranny
to take over!
As we know, each year after some mass shooting, there are
more attempts to take away our 2nd Amendment rights, either
by federal or state legislation. We must continue to do our
utmost to fight such legislation.
According to the Business Insider (8/6/2019), at one time,
nine countries had something similar in their constitutions, but
now it is only three countries left that have “the right to keep
and bear arms” written into their constitution: the USA,
Mexico, and Guatemala. There are a few countries who still
allow their citizens to own guns, but it is not a right protected
by their constitutions, and most have high restrictions. These
are: Switzerland, Finland, Serbia, Yemen, and Saudia Arabia.
The Insider states, “Americans own nearly half of all the
civilian-owned guns in the world, and on a per capita basis, the
US has far more guns than any other nation.”
Memorable Quotes: “A free people ought not only to be armed
and disciplined, but they should have sufficient arms and
ammunition to maintain a status of independence from any who
might attempt to abuse them, which would include their own
government.” -- George Washington
“Only a virtuous people are capable of freedom. As nations
become corrupt and vicious, they have more need of masters.”
– Benjamin Franklin
“Moral courage is the most valuable and usually the most
absent characteristic in man.” -- General George S. Patton
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Are You Woke – Must you Comply? By Jeanne Goodin,
Former President of Long Beach Eagle Forum Chapter
Dear Patriots: Are you tired of being told YOU must comply
with the new words-speak? Do you believe YOU are an “it,”
not male or female? Do YOU want to take the “jab”? Are
you “WOKE” if you don’t comply with “leaders” in every
area of your life?
Well, I’M tired of being told that I’m not “Woke” because
I don’t comply. I can think for myself! I know my gender. I’m
female, and I’ve researched the pros & cons of the “jab.”
I am not “WOKE” because I’m an American who
understands that my exceptional America is going in the
wrong direction!! I want a course REDIRECTION!!
I’m tired of listening to my “supposed” leader who tells me
“the buck stops with him” and then blames others for his
mistakes.
PROCLAIM who you are, dear Patriots, before you don’t
have that opportunity!!
Thomas Jefferson said, “WHEN TYRANNY BECOMES
LAW, REBELLION BECOMES DUTY”. Our voices and
pens are our DUTY that NEED to be used to demonstrate
our REBELLION, to prevent the TYRANNY we are
experiencing today!
Remember, DUTY IS OURS, RESULTS ARE
GOD’s. As for me and our family we will follow God’s
direction. HIS way is the BEST WAY!!
COVID Jabs Being Pushed on Children Ages 12-15: Fauci,
the FDC, the CDC, and the vaccine manufacturers are all
saying that the COVID vaccines are now safe for children.
Why would you want to give children a vaccine for a disease
that is hardly even affecting them? It is a proven fact that
young people and children are 99.9% not affected by COVID,
but those facts are being ignored or distorted, and parents are
made to be feel fearful and falling for the propaganda and
getting their children vaccinated.
In some states, the parents do not even know. Alabama,
Alaska, California, Iowa, Minnesota, New York, North
Carolina, Oregon, and Tennessee have all passed laws that
children do not need parental consent to be vaccinated.
Washington D.C. also allows students to be vaccinated
without parental consent. This has resulted in multiple
lawsuits by parents.
There Have Been Many Adverse Reactions and Deaths
of Young Children Because of the Vaccines:
An 8/22/21, report coming from
the Children’s Health Defense,
tells us of youth, ages 12-17, who
had gotten the COVID jabs, 18 had
died, mainly from myocarditis and
blood clots; 17,025 experienced
adverse reactions, 1,018 had
severe reactions, many suffering
from life-threatening anaphylaxis,
an allergic reaction. No children,
no adults, no one should get these
experimental gene therapy jabs!

Sonoma County Eagle Forum Held Vital Preparedness
Meeting: August 26, SCEF met at the Becher Center, part of
the St. Eugene Catholic Church, for our August meeting.
There were 75 in attendance with many new people.
Attendees learned some
important and valuable
tips on preparedness by
board members Pastor
Susan Marquez and
former fireman and
captain Matt Dakin.
Both spoke about not just what to take with you if you have
to evacuate from your home, but the importance of being
prepared to stay, having enough water and dehydrated food
which can last a long time, also an ample supply of vitamins
and medications. Why would we need such? We are hearing
more of long power outages; natural disasters, food or water
shortages. Maybe stores will be closed; or stores will no
longer have enough supplies, which we see already happening.
Many people are noticing shelves that are already empty.
Susan showed how you can use mylar bags and small
packets that remove the oxygen to store your own food for a
long time. Matt told of the importance of generators to keep
your refrigerator and freezer running when there are power
outages. Matt recommended a propane generator. Orlean also
recommended a solar one found at Food4Patriots.org.
Go to eagleforumca.us for a list of recommended items and
websites that Susan, Matt, and Orlean have put together for us.

Successful Pro-Life Rally August 25, at the South Side of
the Capitol Building, Sacramento: There were over 300
people who were part of the rally. Some had traveled through
the night from southern California. The event was sponsored
by the California Family Council, with Council President
Jonathan Keller, serving as the MC.
Destiny Christian Church Pastor Greg Fairrington gave the
opening prayer and Pastor Rachel Storment sang the National
Anthem. The featured speaker was Jeanne Mancini, national
president of March for Life who came from Washington D.C.
Pro-life state legislators who spoke were Senator Brian
Jones, Shannon Grove, and Assemblyman James Gallagher.
Other speakers were: Lea Kalinowski, Students for Life
Northern California Regional Coordinator; Kristin Turner,
Pro-Life San Francisco Exec. Director; Allison Martinez, the
California Alliance of Pregnancy Care Exec. Director.
Eagle Forum of California is one of the members of CFC,
and had a table at the event. Orlean and Dorothy Erickson
were there from Santa Rosa. They were joined by Karen
Klinger, the Eagle Forum leader for Sacramento.
There were about ten pro-abortion activists who, with a bull
horn and “foul” language, were trying to disrupt the rally and
walk that followed. But behind them were about fifty
wonderful, very supportive police officers there to protect the
rally attendees. About ten of them were on horses. A group of
women with their young children had their pictures taken with
them. Everyone thanked the officers for their service and
protection. It was a great rally and wonderful being with so
many like-minded people. Special thanks to CFC!
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Remember Big Events for September:
The Recall of Gavin Newsom – September 14
Constitution Celebration – September 17-18
Look Inside for Insert Showing the Great Speakers!

